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Robb Evans & Associates LLC, in its capacity as the court-appointed Receiver, 

respectfully submits this status report detailing its recent discovery, brought to the Receiver’s 

attention by the FTC, that Michael Brown in concert with others, including David Ling, have 

resumed charging the credit card accounts of former customers of the Receivership Defendant.  

Brown has resumed this part of the Receivership Defendant’s business despite the Court’s 

express ruling that to do so would require a modification of the Court’s Preliminary Injunction.  

Further, to charge consumers, Brown usurped receivership assets, including customer databases 

containing consumers’ credit card numbers and the receivables themselves.  Over the course of 

approximately six weeks, Brown and Ling appear to have made more than 6,150 charges to 

consumers totaling more than $140,000.  Moreover, the Receiver has been unable to confirm that 

any of the consumers charged by Brown and Ling have received any credit-related services.  As 

described below, the Receiver has exercised its authority under the Preliminary Injunction to 

freeze any accounts containing consumers’ funds and gain access to any consumer records. 

I. The Court Vested the Receiver With Exclusive Control Over the Receivership 

Defendant, Including Affiliates Doing Business as CreditUpdates.com. 

 
On January 11, 2017, the Court granted the FTC’s request for a temporary restraining 

order and simultaneously appointed Robb Evans & Associates LLC as Temporary Receiver for 

the “Receivership Defendant” and its affiliates.  (Order dated 1/11/2017 (“TRO”) [Dkt. #16] § 

VII.A.)  The TRO defined “Receivership Defendant” as Credit Bureau Center LLC formerly 

known as MyScore LLC and doing business as CreditUpdates.com among other aliases. (See id. 

at p.6 & VII at p.14-15.)  The Receivership Defendant also included the “successors and assigns” 

of those entities and “any subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, or sales or customer service 

operations.”  (Id.)  On February 21, 2017, after the preliminary injunction hearing, the Court 
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made the Receiver the permanent equity receiver on terms paralleling the TRO.  (See Prelim. Inj. 

[Dkt. #59] § VII.A & Definition ¶ 13.) 

The Court vested the Receiver with exclusive custody, control and possession of all 

assets and documents of the Receivership Defendant.  (TRO § VII.B.1 & 2; Prelim. Inj.  § 

VII.B.2.)  Likewise, the Court assigned the Receiver sole authority to operate the Receivership 

Defendant’s business.  (See TRO § VII.B.13; Prelim. Inj. § VII.B.13.)  Among other things, the 

Receiver was solely responsible for collecting any amounts due from consumers and was to 

collect such amounts only if the Receiver did not reasonably believe they were victims of unfair 

or deceptive acts or practices.  (See TRO § VII.B.2; Prelim. Inj. § VII.B.2.)   

II. The Court Enjoined Brown From Conducting Any Portion of the Receivership 

Defendant’s Business and Specifically From Processing Any Customer Payments. 

 
The Court enjoined Michael Brown, the owner of the Receivership Defendant, and those 

working with him from “[t]ransacting any of the business of the Receivership Defendant.”  

(Prelim. Inj. § VII.C.2.a at p.20.)  The Court barred them from “acting directly” and indirectly 

through another entity.  (Id.)  Likewise, the Court enjoined Brown from transferring any 

receivership asset, which would include any customer information and credit card numbers, and 

any credit card receivables that may arguably be due the Receivership Defendant.  (Id. § 

VII.C.2.c.)  More broadly, the Court enjoined Brown and his associates from “doing any act or 

refraining from any act whatsoever to interfere with the Receiver’s taking custody, control, 

possession, or managing of the assets or documents subject to this receivership.”  (Id. § 

VII.C.2.f.) 

The Court specifically enjoined Brown, as one of the “CBC Defendants,” from 

“processing any payments from customers of Defendants.”  (Prelim. Inj. § II.C at p.9.)  In 

addition to Brown, the Court extended its injunction to CBC Defendants’ “officers, agents, 
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servants, employees, attorneys, and all other persons in active concert or participation with any 

of them, who receive actual notice of this Order by personal service or otherwise.”  (Id. § II at 

p.8.)  As before, the Court specified that Brown (and those acting in concert with him) were 

enjoined from “acting directly” or indirectly “through any trust, corporation, subsidiary, division, 

or other device.”  (Id.)  The Court made its injunction applicable to both existing assets and 

assets acquired after the effective date of its order.  (Id. at p.9.)  

The Court did not constrain its injunction to any one line of the Receivership Defendant’s 

business, but enjoined Brown with respect to the entire business.  During the preliminary 

injunction hearing in February, the CBC Defendants argued that the Court should not extend the 

Preliminary Injunction to allegedly untainted business lines.  (See Mem. Op. & Order [Dkt. #58] 

at 13-14 (acknowledging defendants’ arguments).)  In part, the CBC Defendants argued doing so 

would preclude it from collecting receivables (i.e. charging customers credit cards).  (Id.)  The 

Court rejected those arguments finding that the CBC Defendants had failed to provide a 

sufficient basis to allow the Court to segregate any purported lines of business.  (Id. at 15.)  In 

the absence of such evidence, the Court held that charging customers was problematic given that 

a substantial portion of such receivables appeared to be derived from unlawful practices.  (Id. at 

14-15.)  The Court made clear, however, that it was willing to modify its injunction to permit 

CBC to carry on any untainted line of business if CBC and Brown showed, among other things, 

that such business line was independent, untainted, and viable.  (Id. at 16.)  The Court also 

required CBC and Brown to propose a workable mechanism for modifying the injunction to 

allow them to continue or resume any such line of business.  (Id.)  The CBC Defendants never 

moved the Court to modify the injunction.  Instead, as described below, Brown ignored the 

Court’s order and began working with a newly formed company to continue the very business 

that the Court prohibited without modifying the injunction. 
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III. Customers Report Unauthorized Charges by CreditScores123.com 

 
On May 16, 2017, the FTC advised the Receiver that it had received complaints that 

former customers of the Receivership Defendant had their credit or debit card accounts charged 

an unauthorized monthly fee.  Specifically, the FTC reported that managers from organizations 

who assisted consumers in repairing their credit notified the FTC that several of their clients who 

had been previously enrolled in credit monitoring through CreditUpdates.com had their credit 

card accounts charged by “CreditScores123.com.”  (Ex. A (3/10/2017 Email from Walowitz to 

G. Ward).)  One manager reported that even customers who had previously cancelled their credit 

monitoring services over a year ago were now being charged by CreditScores123.com.  (Id.)  

The managers suspected that all their clients who had been previously charged by 

CreditUpdates.com were likely being charged by CreditScores123.com.  (Id.)  After visiting 

CreditScores123.com’s website, the manager reported finding the log-in section mirrored the 

template previously used by CreditUpdates.com.  (Id.) 

Consumer LaTondra Lawrence provides an illustrative example.  In 2016, LaTondra 

Lawrence registered for services through CreditUpdates.com, who charged her credit card 

monthly.  (Ex. B (Decl. of L. Lawrence) ¶ 2.)  Ms. Lawrence was last charged the monthly fee of 

$14.99 on January 19, 2017.  (Id. ¶ 3.)  Around that time, the Receiver had notified credit card 

processors for MyScore LLC (d/b/a CreditUpdates.com) to freeze funds in any reserve accounts.  

(Receiver’s Status Report of Past, Present, and Future Activities [Dkt. 76] (“Receiver’s May 3 

Report”) at 5-6.)  The processors also suspended processing any transactions for MyScore 

LLC/CreditUpdates.com.  (Id.)  In February, Ms. Lawrence noticed that she was not charged.  

(Ex. B ¶ 3.)  Unable to contact CreditUpdates.com through either their website or their toll-free 

numbers, which the Receiver by that point had disabled, Ms. Lawrence emailed the company to 

confirm her account had been cancelled and there would be no further charges.  (Id.)  Despite 
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repeated requests to Brown for access to MyScore’s email accounts, the Receiver still has been 

unable to access such accounts.  (Receiver’s May 3 Rpt. at 12.)   

On April 10, 2017, Ms. Lawrence discovered that “CreditScores123.com” had resumed 

charging her $14.99.  (Ex. B ¶ 5.)  Ms. Lawrence had never heard of CreditScores123.com; never 

provided her debit card number to CreditScores123.com; and never purchased anything from 

CreditScores123.com.  (Id. ¶ 6.)  She contacted her bank who told her that CreditScores123.com 

was the same company as CreditUpdates.com.  (Id. ¶ 7.)  Ms. Lawrence attempted to contact 

CreditUpdates.com but was placed on hold for an extended period before her call was 

disconnected.  (Id. ¶ 8.)  Ms. Lawrence also sent an email to the “support” address, 

support@creditscores123.com, that appeared on CreditScores123.com’s website to inform them 

that she did not authorize their charges and request a refund.  (Id. ¶ 9.)  Her email was bounced 

back as undeliverable because at the time no such email address could be found.  (Id.)     

After reporting CreditScores123.com to the Better Business Bureau, Ms. Lawrence 

eventually reached a representative by telephone, who requested Ms. Lawrence’s name, date of 

birth, and account information.  (Id. ¶ 11.)  After taking her personally identifying information, 

the representative told Ms. Lawrence that her account would be cancelled and she would receive 

a refund within 3-5 days.  (Id. ¶ 12.)  As May 10 approached (i.e. 30-days after the previous 

charge by CreditScores123.com) and lacking any confidence that CreditScores123.com would in 

fact cease charging her, Ms. Lawrence cancelled her debit card to ensure against further charges.  

Ms. Lawrence has never received the promised refund from CreditScores123.com.  (Id. ¶ 13.) 

Exacerbating the harm to consumers, CreditScore123.com also appears to be charging 

victims of the fake Craigslist ads.  Melissa Brannen reports that her daughter, Emma Rohan, was 

searching for an apartment near Penn State University when she responded to an advertisement 

in Craigslist for an apartment.  (Ex. C (Decl. of M. Brannen) ¶ 2.)  In response, Ms. Rohan 
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received an email with an enticing story prompting her to click on a link to get her credit report 

as a prerequisite to touring the apartment.  (Id. ¶ 3.)  Ms. Rohan did so, providing personal 

details including her Social Security and debit card numbers, but then never heard back from the 

supposed landlord.   (Id. ¶ 5.)  Ms. Brannen and her daughter, who share a joint bank account, 

then noticed recurring charges on November 18, 2016, January 3, 2017, and February 2, 2017 by 

CreditUpdates.com.  (Id. ¶ 6.)  They never intended to sign up for any service with recurring 

charges and just wanted a credit report so that Ms. Rohan could view an apartment allegedly for 

rent.  (Id. ¶ 8.)  On April 25, 2017, CreditScore123.com debited Ms. Brennan’s and Ms. Rohan’s 

joint account for $14.95 without their authorization.  (Id. ¶ 7.)  Ms. Brennan contacted 

CreditScores123.com, who refunded her the $14.95, but not the prior payments.  (Id. ¶ 9.)   

IV. The Receiver Acted Immediately to Freeze Accounts Holding Consumers’ Funds 

and Obtain Customers’ Records. 

 
Through GoDaddy.com, the FTC and the Receiver confirmed that a company called 

Credit Data Partners, LLC owned the domain “CreditScores123.com.”  In turn, Credit Data 

Partners, LLC is a limited liability company newly formed by David Ling in Delaware on 

February 27, 2017 – about a week after the Court denied the CBC Defendants’ request to 

continue to operate their purported “white label” business.  As the Receiver previously reported, 

David Ling served as MyScore LLC’s director of marketing.  (Temp. Receiver’s Rpt. [Dkt. #36] 

at 1.)  At the outset of the case, the Receiver served Ling with a copy of the TRO, who declined 

to turn over records to the Receiver and instead referred the Receiver to counsel for the CBC 

Defendants.  (Id. at 1-2.)  Ling is the same individual that Brown had create a new company, 

Credit Data Center LLC, after the Receiver was appointed to which Brown then transferred 

approximately $44,000 of receivership assets.  (See Tr. (2/14/2017) at 184:6-185:19.)  
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Based on the charges on consumer’s credit card statements, the FTC identified 

Chesapeake Bank in Williamsburg, Virginia as Credit Data Partner’s “acquirer” bank, i.e., the 

bank that maintained Credit Data Partner’s merchant account.  Electronic Merchant Systems 

(EMS) in Ohio served as the independent sales organization (ISO) who processed the credit or 

debit card transactions for Chesapeake Bank and maintained a reserve account to secure any 

chargebacks by consumers. 

By purporting to continue CreditUpdates.com pre-receivership business, Credit Data 

Partners was operating as an affiliate and successor to CreditUpdates.com, one of the entities 

expressly named in the TRO and Preliminary Injunction as a Receivership Defendant.   (See 

Prelim. Inj. at 5-6 (defining “Receivership Defendant”).)  In charging customers based on some 

pre-receivership relationship with CreditUpdates.com, Credit Data Partners was also 

misappropriating receivership assets, i.e. the credit card numbers and other customer 

information, and the receivables themselves.  It is unclear to the Receiver what basis even exists 

to resume charging consumers’ accounts without notifying them or obtaining renewed 

authorization.  To the extent such charges are unauthorized, Credit Data Partner’s actions may 

constitute outright theft from consumers.    

Exercising its authority under the Preliminary Injunction over receivership entities and 

assets, the Receiver notified financial institutions and other entities that the Receiver believed 

may be holding funds taken from consumers or that possessed customer records.  The Receiver 

first served Chesapeake Bank and EMS (the credit card processor) with a copy of the preliminary 

injunction and requested they freeze any accounts.  Both the FTC and Receiver subsequently 

followed up with counsel for EMS, who agreed to freeze the reserve accounts.  EMS reported 

that as of May 18, 2017, it was holding $5,026.96 in its reserve account. 
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  The Receiver also determined that Credit Data Partners maintained a banking account at 

Bank of America.  The Receiver contacted Bank of America who agreed to freeze Credit Data 

Partners account and is in the process of compiling records, but has not provided them to the 

Receiver as of the date of this report.  Bank of America did confirm that it had frozen Credit 

Data Partners funds totaling $11,547.60.  As described below, the Receiver was subsequently 

able to obtain bank records directly from Ling and is reviewing those statements. 

The Receiver contacted Five9, the company Brown previously used to record customer 

service calls for MyScore.  Five9 confirmed they were providing similar services to Credit Data 

Partners and agreed to preserve recordings.  Five9 declined to turnover any records they had 

without further order from the Court. 

V. David Ling Confirms that Credit Data Partners Serves to Facilitate Brown’s 

Continuation of His Pre-Receivership Business.  

 
On Saturday, May 20, 2017, after EMS froze the reserve accounts and terminated credit 

card processing, Ling contacted the Receiver disputing the Receiver’s actions and threatening 

legal action.  (Ex. D (5/20/2017 Email from D. Ling).)  The Receiver responded that 

CreditScore123.com was impermissibly continuing Receivership Defendant’s business and was 

charging former receivership customer accounts without authorization.  (Id. (5/21/2017 Email 

from B. Kane).)  The Receiver invited Mr. Ling to document whose credit cards he had charged 

and provide authorizations from those customers.  (Id.)  Mr. Ling responded by confirming that 

Credit Data Partners was “purely acting as a service provider for Zenfia LLC,” the limited 

liability company Brown formed in the U.S. Virgin Islands in December 2016.  (Id. (5/22/2017 

Email from D. Ling).)  Mr. Ling never produced any customer approvals authorizing charges by 

Credit Data Partners.   
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After the Receiver renewed its request that Ling provide a list of customers it had 

charged, Ling stated: “It is my understanding the Receiver has full access to all MyScore users 

which are clearly separated.”  (Ex. E (5/23/2017 1:41PM Email from D. Ling).)  The Receiver 

asked whether that meant Ling was just charging MyScore users; Ling responded that he really 

meant “Zenfia” users.  (Id. (email chain).)  Whatever company he attributed the users, Ling made 

clear he was referring to the database of customers that he believed the Receiver had access to 

and which he volunteered were “marked and sortable by point of origination so it is possible to 

determine what users are associated with Andrew Lloyd and/or Danny Pierce.”  (Id. (5/23/2017 

6:21PM Email from D. Ling).)  As such, Ling confirmed that Credit Data Partners was simply 

charging pre-receivership customers of MyScore and its affiliates.   

Likewise, Brown did not deny that Credit Data Partners was charging pre-receivership 

accounts.  Instead, he described Credit Data Partners as Zenfia’s service provider who he 

asserted owned the accounts outside the receivership.  (Ex. F (5/22/2017 Emails from M. 

Brown).)  He provided the Receiver with a contract between Credit Data Partners and Zenfia 

styled: “White Label Total Platform Agent Agreement” purportedly signed by the parties on 

March 1, 2017.  (Ex. G (CDP-Zenfia Agmt.).)  That agreement appears to be substantially 

modeled off of, if not a near copy, of the agreement that CS Identity entered into with MyScore 

LLC pursuant to which CS Identity agreed to provide the backend credit monitoring and credit 

reports to consumers who purchased such services from MyScore LLC.  (Compare Ex. G with 

Ex. H (CSID Agmt).)  As CS Identity is a wholesaler that enables retail level businesses to sell 

consumers subscriptions to CS Identity’s credit monitoring services, many of the provisions in 

the “White Label Total Platform” agreement make little sense as applied to Zenfia, who has no 

direct ability to provide the actual credit monitoring services.   
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For example, the “White Label Total Platform” agreement states that Zenfia is a provider 

of services listed in Exhibit A, a 3-page list of services ranging from access to credit reports, 

scores and monitoring products, sex offender report and monitoring, identity restoration and lost 

wallet recovery, insurance, and credit repair.  (Ex. G at ¶ A and Exhibit A (p.14-16).)  While CS 

Identity, a division of Experian, itself one of the major credit reporting agencies, actually offers 

and provides such services, Zenfia and Brown have, to the Receiver’s knowledge, no ability to 

provide those services.  That is why MyScore LLC contracted with CS Identity in the first place.  

What is clear under the “White Label Total Platform” agreement is that Brown is to receive a 

15% cut of Credit Data Partners’ gross revenue.  (Id. at Exhibit B (p.17).) 

Moreover, taken at face value, the “White Label Total Platform” agreement is still 

inconsistent with Ling’s and Brown’s description of Credit Data Partners as a service provider to 

Zenfia.  Under the “White Label Total Platform” agreement, Credit Data Partners is the agent 

that obtains consumer subscribers for Zenfia’s products (whatever they maybe).  (Id. § 1 (p.1).)  

Yet, Brown and Ling both assert that the consumers that Credit Data Partners charged are 

Zenfia’s customers.  (Ex. F (5/22 Email from Brown) (“All charged consumers are property of 

Zenfia.”); Ex. E (5/23 Email from D. Ling) (“To clarify, Credit Data Partners was contracted to 

service Zenfia users.”).)  In reality, Credit Data Partners appears to be nothing more than a 

conduit by which Brown could surreptitiously resume charging pre-receivership consumers 

through a company in which he could claim no ownership (although, still receive 15% off the 

top).        

On Tuesday, May 23, Ling informed the Receiver it was ceasing operations.  (Ex. E (5/23 

1:41PM Email from D. Ling).)  Ling has since provided the Receiver with a list of 6,152 charges 

against consumers’ credit cards by Credit Data Partners in just over 6 weeks from April 8 to May 

23, 2017.  Such charges total $141,518.10.  Mr. Ling confirmed that Credit Data Partners also 
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used Merit Card as an additional credit card processor and maintained another bank account at 

Wells Fargo.  On May 24, the Receiver served both Merit Card and Wells Fargo with a copy of 

the Preliminary Injunction and requested they freeze any of Credit Data Partners’ accounts. 

VI. Credit Data Partners Does Not Appear to Have Provided Any Services to the 

Customers It Charged. 

 
In addition to its concerns that Ling and Brown were charging MyScore / 

CreditUpdates.com customers without their authorization using information belonging to the 

receivership, the Receiver is also concerned that neither Brown nor Ling have provided the 

purported credit monitoring services for which they were charging consumers.  Notwithstanding 

the “White Label Total Platform” agreement identifying Zenfia as a provider of credit 

monitoring services, Brown told the Receiver that it was actually Ling’s company that provided 

monitoring services through another service provider.  Ling in turn provided the Receiver an 

unsigned contract with a company called Identity and Credit Services, Inc. based in El Segundo, 

California.  (See Ex. I (unsigned agreement).)  Even if the agreement had been signed, it does not 

appear to provide credit monitoring services to existing customers, but instead merely licenses 

Credit Data Partners to “resell” Identity and Credit Services’ products (which may include some 

monitoring done by yet another third-party).  (Id.)    

The Receiver contacted Matthew Connelly, the CEO and owner of Identity and Credit 

Services.  The Receiver requested a signed copy of any agreement his company had with Credit 

Data Partners and he was unable to provide one.  (See Ex. J (email chain between A. Jen and M. 

Connelly).)  The Receiver also asked Mr. Connelly if his company provided credit protection to 

the consumers that signed on through Credit Data Partners.  ( Id. (5/24 Email from A. Jen).)  He 

replied: “We do not provide credit protection for their members.”  (Id. (5/25 Email from M. 

Connelly).)  Rather Mr. Connelly provided a list of only 96 member ID numbers that he said 
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represent a list of consumers on whose behalf Credit Data Partners had accessed Identity and 

Credit Services’ platform.  (Id. (5/24 2:17PM Email from M. Connelly).)  While it is unclear 

what, if any, services those 96 consumers received, Credit Data Partners charged consumer credit 

cards over 6,150 times.       

VII. Having Resumed Charging Pre-Receivership Customers, Brown Demonstrated He 

Has Always Possessed the Knowledge and Ability to Access Customer Records.   

 
By apparently providing former MyScore customers’ credit card information to Ling’s 

company, Brown demonstrated that he has all along had the ability to access the very consumer 

information that the Receiver has long requested from him.  The Receiver previously reported its 

generally unsuccessful efforts to obtain Brown’s cooperation in its May 3, 2017 report.  (See 

Receiver May 3 Rpt. at 7-13 (describing multiple requests for, among other things, MyScore’s 

customer information).)  While Brown has purported to offer his assistance to the Receiver in the 

past, Brown had not followed through.  Most recently, on April 20, 2017, the Receiver 

specifically requested that Brown provide a script or query that would pull certain information 

about consumers from MyScore’s databases, including revenue by source and affiliate, consumer 

names and contact information, and the net amount each consumer was charged.  (See Receiver’s 

May 3 Rpt. at 13.)   

On May 21, 2017, after the Receiver interrupted Brown’s and Ling’s charging of 

consumers’ credit cards, Brown (purporting to act on the advice of counsel) directly contacted 

the Receiver offering his help.  (Ex. K (5/21 Email from M. Brown).)  Even while he professed 

to having always been available to the Receiver “day or night,” Brown still failed to 

acknowledge the Receiver’s month-long request for assistance in accessing the customer 

database.  Nevertheless, the Receiver again attempted to engage in good faith Mr. Brown’s new 

found willingness to cooperate. 
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On the technical front, given Brown’s now-undeniable ability to access the customer 

databases, the Receiver provided Mr. Brown an expanded list of items, that included its pending 

request for scripts to pull certain customer data.  The Receiver accommodated Brown’s request 

for a conference call on May 24, 2017.  A few hours later, Brown provided the Receiver with the 

necessary instructions that permitted the Receiver to access the customer databases on the AWS 

servers.  As of the filing of this report, the Receiver is in the process of reviewing such data.   

VIII. Brown Was Never Authorized to Conduct His Purported “White Label” Line of 

Business Through Zenfia or Otherwise. 

 
In addition to the technical issues, the Receiver also asked Brown about his activities 

with Credit Data Partners.  Brown told the Receiver that his counsel advised him that continuing 

to operate Zenfia was compliant with the Court’s order.  (Ex. F (5/22 M. Brown Email).)  He 

pointed to a January 24, 2017 letter from his counsel, Gregory Zini, to the FTC.  (Id.; Ex. L 

(1/24/2017 Letter).)  In that letter, Mr. Zini purports to gives notice pursuant to Paragraph V.C of 

the TRO that Brown intended to engage in new business.  Under Section V.C. of the TRO, titled 

“Maintain Records and Report New Business Activity,” the Court enjoined Brown from creating 

or operating any new business entity (whether newly formed or previously inactive) without 

providing the FTC notice.  Nothing in Section V.C authorizes any of the Defendants to operate 

any part of the Receivership Defendant’s business or charge former customers.   

Mr. Zini further advised the FTC that Brown “may form a new entity to conduct 

business” and that such new entity was called “Zenfia LLC.”  (Ex. L (letter).)  (Brown now 

claims that Zenfia was not a new entity, but an already existing company that had independent 

business separate from the Receivership Defendants.)  Mr. Zini explained that Zenfia would 

essentially be conducting the same business that Brown contends he conducted while running 

MyScore LLC albeit without the substantial business generated from the fake Craigslist ads.  
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(Id.)  Mr. Zini further proposed that Brown’s “new” business would submit monthly reports to 

the FTC, including identifying the consumers who purchased services from Zenfia.  (Id.)  

Nothing in Mr. Zini’s letter said that Brown really intended to simply resume charging credit 

card accounts of customers that had previously purchased services from CreditUpdates.com.  

(Id.)  In any event, the FTC responded to Zini’s letter asserting that Brown’s proposed actions 

would violate the TRO.  (Ex. M (1/26/2017 Letter).)  The Receiver is unaware of any subsequent 

agreement between the FTC and the CBC Defendants authorizing Brown to operate any business 

new or old.   

Rather than acting as though Brown already had permission to resume business, the CBC 

Defendants argued at the preliminary injunction hearing in February that the Court should 

narrow the scope of the injunction to permit Brown to continue to operate some portion of his 

business.   (Mem. Op. at 13-14.)  The CBC Defendants did not inform the Court that Brown 

already was doing so or would be shortly afterwards.  Rather, at the status hearing immediately 

following entry of the Preliminary Injunction, CBC Defendants’ counsel instead asked the Court 

how it procedurally preferred the CBC Defendants to seek modification of the Court’s order to 

allow such business to proceed.  (Ex. N Tr. (2/27/2017) at 6:4-10.)  The Court again told the 

CBC Defendants it was up to them to bring a motion with supporting evidence to address the 

Court’s specific concerns.  (Id. at 6:4-10 (“I think the message I was trying to get across to you 

in the ruling was . . . this is what you’d need to show me in order to have a shot at doing that, so 

the ball is kind of in your court.”).)  Brown ignored the Court’s order and instead simply moved 

forward with his plans to resume charging customers’ credit cards and to operate the separate 

lines of businesses – exactly what the Court ruled required a modification of preliminary 

injunction.       
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Brown also told the Receiver that he now considered the consumers that Credit Data 

Partners charged to belong to Zenfia and thus in his mind they were not covered by the 

Preliminary Injunction.  (Ex. F (5/22 Email from M. Brown).)  Throughout this case, the 

Receiver has repeatedly debunked the notion that Zenfia ever had any independent business and 

was always at most an affiliate of MyScore subject to the Court’s orders.  From the outset, the 

Receiver identified the $640,000 that Brown transferred to Zenfia’s recently opened Merrill 

Lynch account as receivership property and obtained its turnover.  (See Temp. Receiver Report 

[Dkt. #36] at 7; Receiver’s May 3 Rpt. at 2-3.)    Moreover, since at least October 2015 until 

Brown re-formed Zenfia in the U.S. Virgin Islands in December 2016, Zenfia had no bank 

account and therefore no means by which it could have been conducting any business.  (Id.)  

Instead, Brown operated all his business through Bank of America accounts held in the name of 

MyScore.  MyScore – not Zenfia – contracted with CS Identity to provide the backend credit 

services to consumers.  MyScore owned the AWS account and payments to AWS came from 

MyScore’s bank account.  None of the credit card merchant accounts were held in Zenfia’s 

name.  The consumers that Credit Data Partners charged appear to have registered for services 

and provided their credit card information through CreditUpdates.com, an entity expressly 

covered by the Preliminary Injunction.  (Prelim Inj. at 5-6 (defining “Receivership Defendant”).  

The website www.zenfia.com was among the 316 domains held in a GoDaddy account owned by 

MyScore.  (Receiver’s May 3 Rpt. at 3.)  Other than two agreements that Brown recently 

provided the Receiver (discussed below), the Receiver is unaware of any agreements to which 

Zenfia was a party.   

On Monday, May 22, Brown, for the first time, provided the Receiver with two contracts 

purporting to be between Zenfia LLC and Defendant Credit Bureau Center LLC.   As a threshold 

matter, given that Brown has never before produced those agreements and only does so now in 
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the face of having been caught charging former customers, the Receiver doubts the authenticity 

of such agreements.  One agreement is another “White Label Total Platform Agent Agreement” 

this time between Defendant CBC and Zenfia.  (Ex. O (CBC Agreement).)  The CBC White 

Label Total Platform Agent Agreement is signed by Michael Brown for both parties and is dated 

December 8, 2016, although the file name on the bottom reads: “white label total – agent 

agreement -3.12.docx.”  (Id. at 16.)  This agreement suffers the same flaws described above 

relating to the Credit Data Partners agreement.   

Brown also provided the Receiver a purported Management Services Agreement between 

Zenfia and Credit Bureau Center.  (Ex. P (CBC-Zenfia MSA).)  Brown is the sole signatory for 

both parties and the agreement is purportedly dated December 8, 2016.  Again, Brown appears to 

have cribbed this agreement from some other agreement.  For example, in Section 1.1, Brown 

lists responsibilities of Zenfia as the “Service Provider” as including “interviewing of candidates 

for internal positions for all Atrium offices.”  The reference to “Atrium offices” has no obvious 

relationship to Zenfia or Credit Bureau Center.  Most of the agreement includes references to 

activities, such as payroll processing and reporting, human resources and extensive 

indemnification provisions that have no apparent application to the single member LLC whose 

business Brown testified he could run anywhere from his laptop.  But, even treating the 

agreement as valid, nothing in the agreement would give Zenfia any interest in consumer credit 

card information or authority to charge such accounts. 

IX. Finally, Brown and/or Ling Appear to Have Copied the Customer Databases by 

Making Copies From MyScores’ Amazon Web Services Virtual Servers. 

 
MyScore stored its customer records database, including contact information, credit and 

debit card numbers and other personally identifying information, on virtual servers provided by 

Amazon Web Services (AWS).  The information stored on those servers constitutes receivership 
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assets subject to the Receiver’s exclusive control.  In order for Credit Data Partners (acting at 

Brown’s / Zenfia’s behest) to charge customers’ credit cards, Brown or Ling would necessarily 

have needed to access the data on the AWS servers.  Ling provided the Receiver with a list of 

charges by Credit Data Partners that continued from April 8 through May 23.  But, AWS 

disabled access to the servers for non-payment no later than May 19, 2017, when the Receiver 

discovered it could not directly access the AWS servers.  The Receiver is unsure when AWS first 

suspended access as the Receiver principally had been working with its own copy of the 

database.  Notwithstanding AWS having disabled access, Credit Data Partners continued to 

charge consumers’ accounts successfully after May 19.  The Receiver believes Credit Data 

Partners could only have done so if it had previously copied the databases to another location 

outside the Receiver’s control thereby leaving consumers’ personally identifiable information 

vulnerable to future abuse.     

 Dated:  May 25, 2017 Respectfully Submitted, 

ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES LLC, 

RECEIVER 

 

By:  /s/ Blair R. Zanzig                              
(One of Its Attorneys)  
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